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a b s t r a c t 

In recent years, traditional transactions have been replaced by electronic transactions. To protect the security 

of the electronic transactions, various electronic payment (e-payment) mechanisms have been proposed. 

However, we find the previous e-payment mechanisms do not provide the non-repudiation requirement in 

the client side. Thus, a malicious client can easily deny the transaction and the merchant may not get the 

payment. In addition, these mechanisms have large computation and communication costs so they cannot 

be applied to the mobile payment for cloud computing. To solve the above problems, we propose a new 

mobile payment mechanism with anonymity for cloud computing in this paper. The proposed mechanism 

not only reduces the computation cost but also provides the non-repudiation requirement in the client side. 

Compared with the related works, the proposed mechanism is securer, fairer, and more efficient. Therefore, 

the proposed mobile payment mechanism is more suitable and practical for the cloud computing. 

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

With the rapid development in network technologies, tradi-

ional transactions have been replaced by electronic transactions (e-

ransaction) in recent years. In e-transaction applications, many peo-

le use mobile devices to deal the transactions, which is so-called

lectronic commerce (e-commerce). Because the e-commerce can be

ealt anytime and anywhere, more and more people use it for sell-

ng, buying, and marketing. To protect the security of e-commerce,

arious electronic payment (e-payment) mechanisms have been pro-

osed ( Abad-Peiro et al., 1998; Chari et al., 2001; Kungpisdan et al.,

003; Wei et al., 2005; Martinez-Pelaez et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2010;

sai et al., 2011 ). Generally speaking, a secure e-payment mechanism

as to provide confidentiality, anonymity, integrity, fairness, and non-

eputation. To accomplish the above requirements, how to design a

ecure and fair e-payment mechanism becomes an important issue

or mobile commerce. 

In 2012, Isaac and Zeadally (2012 ) proposed an anonymous secure

ayment mechanism in a payment gateway centric model. In their

-payment mechanism, clients and the merchant communicate each

ther through a payment gate. The clients do not communicate with

he merchant directly so the client anonymity can be accomplished.

n addition, they use the symmetric key cryptosystem ( Menezes et al.,

996 ) to provide the confidentiality. Thus, the e-payment informa-
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ion can be well-protected. Besides, their mechanism also provides

he integrity by using the message authentication code (MAC). Thus,

he clients and the merchant can ensure that the information is not

ampered during transferring via networks. 

According to the above description, Isaac and Zeadally use the

ayment gateway to accomplish the confidentiality, anonymity, and

ntegrity. We find that their mechanism satisfies the requirements of

loud computing because the transaction messages can be stored and

rotected in the payment gateway. That is, the payment gateway can

e implemented as a cloud server for the e-payment in mobile com-

erce ( Madlmayr et al., 2008; Pailles et al., 2010; Alpár et al., 2012;

ourghoumi and Ghinea, 2012a,b ; Kounelis et al., 2012; Pourghomi

t al., 2013, 2014; Moss, 2012; HCE, 2014; GSMA, 2014 ). 

However, we also find that Isaac and Zeadally’s mechanism does

ot provides the fairness and non-reputation requirements for the e-

ransaction. In their mechanism, the client generates the payment in-

ormation anonymously to protect the payment privacy. This causes

hat the client can deny the transaction because the payment infor-

ation cannot link directly to the client. Moreover, their mechanism

ses the redundant symmetric key between the client and the mer-

hant. This redundant key is unnecessary because all messages must

e transmitted through the payment gateway. This causes the key

anagement problem of the client. If the client wants to buy items

rom difference merchants, the client needs to keep many keys for

ifferent merchants. This also increases the computation and com-

unication costs in this scenario. According to the above reasons,

saac and Zeadally’s e-payment mechanism has some problems if we

ant to apply it to mobile payment applications for cloud computing.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2015.07.023
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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To solve the above problems, we propose a new mobile payment

mechanism with anonymity for cloud computing in this paper. The

proposed mechanism has the following advantages. First, the pro-

posed model uses a payment gateway between the client and the

merchant, and thus the client does not need to communicate with

the merchant directly. That is, the client can transact anonymously to

protect the payment privacy. Second, the client’s bank generates the

digital signature as the payment proof. Thus, the merchant can get the

payment from the bank even if the malicious client denies the trans-

action. Third, we eliminate the redundant symmetric keys between

the client and the merchant. The client does not need to maintain

many keys for different merchants so the key management problem

can be solved. Finally, we reduce the computation and communica-

tion costs in the user side so the proposed mobile payment mecha-

nism is very suitable for cloud computing environments. According

to the above advantages, the proposed mechanism provides the se-

curity requirements of confidentiality, anonymity, integrity, fairness,

and non-reputation. 

The proposed mechanism is securer than the related works be-

cause the payment gateway is used to be the cloud server for saving

the client’s payment information. In addition, the proposed mech-

anism is fairer than the related works because the payment proof is

generated by the client’s bank. Thus, the client cannot deny the trans-

action. Besides, the proposed mechanism has less computation costs

so it is more efficient for the mobile payment. According to the above

descriptions, the proposed mechanism is securer, fairer, and more ef-

ficient than the related works. Therefore, the proposed mobile pay-

ment mechanism is more suitable and practical for cloud computing

environments. 

2. Review of the related work 

In this section, we introduce Isaac and Zeadally’s e-payment

mechanism ( Isaac and Zeadally, 2012 ). Their mechanism has five

roles: the client, the merchant, the issuer (the client’s bank), the ac-

quirer (the merchant’s bank), and the payment gateway. Note that all

payment messages among the client, the merchant, the issuer, and

the acquirer must be transmitted through the payment gateway. The

notations used in their mechanism are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 

The notations of Isaac and Zeadally’s e-payment mechanism. 

Notations Descriptions 

ID p The identity of the participant p 

NID C The temporary identity of the client 

TID The identity of a transaction includes transaction time and 

date 

TST p The timestamp generated by the participant p 

Stt The state of a transaction 

OD The order description 

Price The amount of the currency 

OI The order information ( OI = { TID, OD, h ( OD, Price )}) 

TC The type of card used in purchase process 

TIDReq The request of TID 

MIDReq The request for the merchant’s identity 

SEC A −B The secret shared between the participants A and B 

{ M } x The symmetric encryption with the message M using the 

symmetric key x 

h ( M ) The one-way hash function of M 

MAC ( M, K ) Message authentication code of M with the key K 

K S A −B i The session key shared between A and B , where i is i -bit 

cyclic shifting of K S A −B for generating the next session key 

( Isaac and Zeadally, 2012 ) 

PRequest The payment request 

PResponse The payment response 

VSRequest The value-subtraction request 

VSResponse The value-subtraction response 

VCRequest The value-claim request 

VCResponse The value-claim response 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The steps of Isaac and Zeadally’s e-payment mechanism are de-

cribed as follows. 

tep 1: The client and the merchant exchange the necessary mes-

sages to start the mechanism through the payment gateway

by the following sub-steps. 

Step 1-1: The client sends NID C , i , and TIDReq to the payment

gateway. 

Step 1-2: The payment gateway forwards the above mes-

sages to the merchant. 

Step 1-3: The merchant sends ID p and TID encrypted by

K S C−M i 
to the payment gateway. 

Step 1-4: The payment gateway forwards the above message

to the client. 

Step 2: The client generates the payment requirement PRequest by

the following sub-steps. 

Step 2-1: The client generates the value-subtraction re-

quest V SRequest = (MAC, [ (P rice, h(OI), T S T C , T C,

I D M 

), K S C−I Z 
] , T C, T S T C ). 

Step 2-2: The client generates PReq uest =
{ NI D C , ID I , Price , OI , z, VSRe ques } K S C−M i 

, and MAC 

[ OI, P rice, NI D C , I D I , T S T C , z, h(K S C−I Z 
), K S C−M i +1 

] . 

Step 2-3: The client sends the payment request to the pay-

ment gateway. 

Step 3: The payment gateway forwards PRequest to the merchant. 

Step 4: The merchant generates value-claim request VCRequest by

the following sub-steps. 

Step 4-1: The merchant decrypts PRequest to obtain OI, TST C ,

and VSRequest . 

Step 4-2: The merchant verifies the validity of TST C . If

it is valid, then the merchant generates VCRe-

quest = ( VSRequest, TST M 

, h ( OI ), TID, Price, NID C ,

ID I ), { VCRe quest , ID M 

, z, h(KS C−I Z 
)} 

KS M−PG k 

, k , and

MAC [( VCRequest, TST M 

, z , h(K S C−I Z 
)), K S M−P G k +1 

]. 

Step 5: The payment gateway verifies and approve the payment us-

ing the private network of the banks by the following sub-

steps. 

Step 5-1: The payment gateway decrypts VCRequest and ver-

ifies the validity of TST M 

. If it is valid, then the gate-

way sends NID C , ID M 

, VSRequest, TID, h ( OI ), z, Price ,

and h(K S C−I Z 
) to the issuer. Besides, the gateway

sends Price and ID M 

to the acquirer. 

Step 5-2: The issuer checks the validity of the client by the

messages from the payment gateway. If the client

is valid, then the issuer approves the transaction. 

Step 5-3: The acquirer checks Price and ID M 

and asks the

issuer transfers the money to the merchant’s ac-

count. 

Step 5-4: The issuer generates V SResponse =
{ St t , h(OI ), h(K S M−P G k +1 

)} K S C−I Z 
and sends

V SResponse, St t , h(St t , h(OI )), h(K S C−I Z 
) to pay-

ment gateway. 

Step 6: The payment gateway generates V CResponse =
{ St t , h(St t , h(OI ), h(K S C−I Z 

))} K S M−P G k +1 
and sends it to the

merchant. 

Step 7: The payment gateway generates the payment response by

the following sub-steps. 

Step 7-1: The payment gateway generates P Response =
{ V SResponse } K S C−P G j+1 

and sends it to the client. 

Step 7-2: The client decrypts PResponse to get h ( OI ). Then,

the client checks if the received h ( OI ) is equal to

his own h ( OI ). If they are not equal, then the client

sends the failure message to the payment gate-

way. Then, the payment gateway starts the recov-

ery procedure or resends the message. 
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Fig. 1. The steps of Isaac and Zeadally’s mechanism. 
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Fig. 2. The model of the proposed mobile payment mechanism. 
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The steps of Isaac and Zeadally’s mechanism are illustrated in

ig. 1 . According to the above descriptions, we find that their mech-

nism has the following drawbacks. First, the client and the mer-

hant own the same symmetric key K S C−M i 
, and thus the payment

equest PRequest can be also generated by the merchant. Thus, the

lient can claim that the PRequest is not generated by him/her and

enies the transaction. Second, their mechanism uses four symmet-

ic keys K S C−M i 
, K S C−I Z 

, K S C−P G j 
, and K S M−P G k 

. However, we find that

 S C−M i 
is unnecessary because all messages between the client and

he merchant must be transmitted through the payment gateway. If

he client wants to transact with several merchants, then the client

as to maintain many symmetric keys for the different merchants.

hat is, using K S C−M i 
causes the key management problem for the

lient. Besides, this also increases the computation and communica-

ion costs for the client. Thus, their mechanism is not suitable for the

obile payment in cloud computing applications. 

. The proposed mobile payment mechanism for cloud 

omputing 

To solve the drawbacks of Isaac and Zeadally’s mechanism, we

ropose a new mobile payment mechanism with anonymity for cloud

omputing in this section. The proposed mechanism has five partici-

ants: the client, the merchant, the issuer, the acquirer, and the pay-

ent gateway in the cloud area. Note that the issuer is the client’s

ank which is responsible for issuing the credit card to the client. In

ddition, the acquirer is the merchant’s bank which is responsible for

eceiving the money from the issuer. In addition, it is divided into two

hases: the initialization phase and the transaction phase. The model
f the proposed mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The notations used

n the proposed mechanism are shown in Table 2. 

.1. The initialization phase 

In this phase, the client, the merchant, the issuer, and the acquirer

ave to register with the payment gateway to obtain the session keys

 S C−P G a , K S M−P G y , and K S C−I t . Then, the issuer generates the parame-

ers e, n , and d used in RSA cryptosystem ( Rivest et al., 1978 ), where

 e, n ) is the public key pair and d is the private key. Note that the pub-

ic key pair has been certified by a certificate authority. 
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Table 2 

The notations used in the proposed mechanism. 

Notations Descriptions 

NID C The temporary identity of the client 

A The purchasing information includes the good information 

and the price 

ID i The identity of the participant i 

TInfo The transaction information includes transaction time, date, 

and the serial number 

Price The amount of the payment 

m The payment information computed by m = { NID C , TInfo, 

Price } 

K S A −B j The session key shared between A and B , where j is j -bit 

cyclic shifting of K S A −B for generating the next session key 

( Isaac and Zeadally, 2012 ) 

SRequest The signature request 

TS i The timestamp generated by the participant i 

h ( · ) A secure one-way hash function 

Issuer _ ID The identity of the issuer 

Acquirer _ ID The identity of the acquirer 

Stt The state of a transaction 

PResponse The payment response 
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3.2. The transaction phase 

Step 1: The client generates the purchasing information A and sends

the purchasing request to the merchant to start the transac-

tion by the following sub-steps. 

Step 1-1: The client sends NID C and A to the payment gate-

way. Then, the payment gateway forwards NID C 

and A to the merchant. 

Step 1-2: After receiving NID C and A , and generates TInfo and

sends it to the payment gateway. Then, the pay-

ment gateway forwards TInfo to the client. Finally,

the merchant records NID C and A in its database. 

Step 2: The client asks the issuer to sign the payment information as

a payment poof by the following sub-steps. 

Step 2-1: The client computes SRequest =
(h(T In f o ), I D C , NI D C , h(m), P rice, T S C )K S C−I t 

. 

Step 2-2: The client sends SRequest to the payment gateway.

Then, the payment gateway forwards it to the is-

suer. 

Step 2-3: The issuer decrypts SRequest and checks if TS C is

a valid timestamp or not. Then, the issuer uses

its private key d to compute S = h (m)d mod n as

a digital signature. Then, the issuer records ID C ,

NID C , h ( TInfo ), and S in its database. Then, it sends

(S)K S C−I t 
to the client through the payment gate-

way. 

Step 2-4: The client verifies the correctness of S by check-

ing if h ( m ) is equal to S e mod n . If they are equal,

then the client accepts this signature as a payment

proof. 

Step 3: The client sends (S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D )K S C−P G a 

to the payment gateway. Then, the payment gateway

decrypts the above message to get S, m, h ( TInfo ), TS C ,

and Issuer _ ID . Then, the payment gateway generates

(S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D )K S M−P G y 
and sends it to the

merchant. 

Step 4: The merchant decrypts (S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D )K S M−P G y 

and checks the validity of TS C by comparing with the current

time T . If ( T − TS C ) is in a valid time interval, then the

merchant ensures that (S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D )K S M−P G y 

is sent by the gateway not an attacker. Then, the mer-

chant verifies S using the issuer’s public key and checks

if m is containing the correct NID and A . If the above
C 
verification is correct, then the merchant generates

(S, m, h(T In f o ), I D M 

, T S M 

, P rice, I ssuer _ I D, Acquirer _ I D )K S M−P G y

and sends it to the payment gateway. 

Step 5: The payment gateway decrypts the above message and sends

( S, NID C , ID M 

, h ( TInfo ), Price, Acquirer _ ID ) to the issuer using

the private network of the banks. In addition, the payment

gateway also sends ( h ( TInfo ), Price, ID M 

, Issuer _ ID ) to the ac-

quirer. 

Step 6: The issuer verifies and approves the transaction. Then, the is-

suer transfers the money to the merchant account in the ac-

quirer by the following sub-steps. 

Step 6-1: The issuer verifies the validity of S and uses NID C to

get the real identity ID C in its database. Then, the

issuer checks if the client’s credit is enough to pay

the amount of the Price . If the above verifications

are correct, then the issuer transfers the money to

the merchant account in the acquirer. Finally, the

issuer sends PResponse and h ( TInfo ) to the payment

gateway. 

Step 6-2: After receive the money, the acquirer checks if the

amount of the money is correct. If it is correct, then

the acquirer sends Stt and h ( TInfo ) to the payment

gateway. 

Step 7: The payment gateway sends ( PResponse, h ( TInfo )) and ( Stt,

h ( TInfo )) to the client and the merchant, respectively. Finally,

both the client and the merchant can check the result of the

transaction. 

Fig. 3 shows the above steps of the proposed mechanism. Accord-

ng to the above steps, the proposed mechanism has the following ad-

antages. First, the client uses the anonymous identity NID C to gener-

te the payment information. Thus, the merchant does not know who

uys the goods. In addition, the issuer does not know what the client

uys because TInfo and m are protected by the one-way hash function.

hat is, the client buying privacy can be well-protected. Second, the

lient’s bank generates the signature S as the payment proof. Thus,

he merchant can get the payment from the issuer by using S even if

he malicious client denies the transaction. Third, the client does not

eed to keep a session key between the client and the merchant in

he proposed mechanism. Thus, the client does not maintain many

ession keys if he/she wants to transact with different merchants.

ompared with Isaac and Zeadally’s mechanism, the proposed mech-

nism has less session keys so the computation and communication

osts can be also reduced. Therefore, the proposed mobile payment

echanism is very suitable for cloud computing environments. 

. Analysis and discussions 

In this section, we perform some possible attacks to analyze the

ecurity of the proposed mechanism. The detailed analyses are de-

cribed as follows. 

.1. Outsider attack 

Assume that an attacker wants to get the payment infor-

ation from SRequest = (h(T In f o ), I D C , NI D C , h(m), P rice, T S C )K S C−I t 
,

hen he/she tries to decrypt SRequest . However, this attack is im-

ossible because the attacker does not know the session key

 S C−I t . Without knowing the session key, the attacker cannot

reak the symmetric encryption ( Menezes et al., 1996 ). Sim-

larly, it is impossible that an attacker tries to get the se-

ret information from (S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D )K S C−P G a 
and

S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D )K S M−P G y 
. Therefore, the outsider attack

s infeasible for the proposed mechanism. 
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Fig. 3. The steps of the proposed e-payment mechanism. 
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.2. Insider attack 

Assume that the issuer wants to know what the client buys from

Request = (h(T In f o ), I D C , NI D C , h(m), P rice, T S C )K S C−I t 
. How e ver, it is

mpossible because the payment information m is protected by a one-

ay hash function . Thus, the issuer cannot know what the client buys

o the buying privacy can be protected. 

.3. Replay attack 

Assume that an attacker eavesdrops the communica-

ion between the client and the payment gateway to get

S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D)K S C−P G a 
. Then, the attacker re- 

ends the message to the payment gateway and tries to transact

ith the merchant. However, this attack is infeasible because

S, m, h(T In f o ), T S C , I ssuer _ I D)K S C−P G a 
contains a timestamp TS C , 

hich indicates the real client buying time. The payment gateway

an know the message is sent by an attacker by checking the times-

amp and the message received time T . If ( T − TS C ) is larger than a

easonable time interval, then the merchant will discover that the

essage is sent by an attacker. Thus, the proposed mechanism can

revent from the replay attack. 
Table 3 

Analyses for the computation costs of the related wor

Roles Method 

Isaac and Zeadally (2012 ) Pourgho

Client 4Sym + 4Hash 7Sym 

Merchant 5Sym + 2Hash 3Sym 

Gateway 3Sym 8Sym 
.4. Anonymity and double spending 

The proposed mechanism provides anonymity because all the

ransaction steps are designed by using the client’s anonymous iden-

ity NID C . Thus, the client can transact with the merchant anony-

ously. 

On the other hand, the proposed mechanism can prevent double

pending because the payment information m contains TInfo , which

ndicates transaction time, date, and the serial number. If a malicious

lient wants to use old S m 

and m to transact again, then the merchant

an discover the double-spending behavior by checking TInfo in its

atabase. 

.5. Non-repudiation 

Assume that a malicious client denies a legal transaction that

e/she has made. In this case, the merchant can use S as a payment

roof because S is signed by the issuer. After verifying S , the issuer

ill transfer the money to the merchant’s account even if the client

enies this transaction. Thus, the proposed mechanism provides non-

epudiation security requirement. 

We analyze the computation costs of Isaac and Zeadally (2012 ),

ourghomi et al. (2014 ) and our mechanism in Table 3 . The
ks. 

mi et al. (2014 ) The proposed mechanism 

3Sym + 2Hash 

2Sym + 1Hash 

2Sym 
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notations Sym and Hash are symmetric encryption/decryption and

one-way hash function computations, respectively. According to

Table 3 , the computation cost of the proposed mechanism is less than

those of Isaac and Zeadally (2012 ) and Pourghomi et al. (2014 ). There-

fore, the proposed mechanism is more suitable and practical for the

mobile payment in cloud computing. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a new mobile payment mechanism

with anonymity for cloud computing. The proposed mechanism pro-

vides the security requirements of confidentiality, anonymity, in-

tegrity, fairness, and non-reputation. Compared with the related

works, the proposed e-payment mechanism has less computation

and communication costs. Therefore, the proposed mobile payment

mechanism is very efficient and suitable for cloud computing appli-

cations. 
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